INTRODUCTION
All eukaryotic proteomes are characterized by a significant percentage (18-40%) of proteins of unknown function (PUFs).
Computational function annotation of protein sequences in the field of RNA binding has addressed two problems:
PiRaNhA is the method to predict RBR within protein sequences, and use these predicted RBR to predict RNAbinding function at the protein level.
SVM have been widely used for prediction using either 4 SVM have been widely used for prediction using either PSSMs or physicochemical properties as sequence features.
PiRaNhA is the first method to combine both of these feature types.
Datasets of protein-RNA complexes From the Protein Data Bank
Defined an RBR as any residue ≤3.9Å distance from the RNA. 
Training (RNAset81)
A non-redundant set of RNA-binding proteins derived from the 86-protein set used by Kumar et al. (2008) .
Four homologous and one have-no-RBR sequences were removed. 6 removed.
Including 41 rRNA-binding, 15 tRNA-binding, 7 mRNAbinding and other RNA-type-binding proteins.
Testing (RNAtestset42 )
A non-redundant set of protein-RNA complexes, deposited in the PDB after 2004.
Remove all homologous proteins with RNAset81.
7
Including 24 rRNA-binding, 9 tRNA-binding, 2 mRNA-binding and other RNA-type-binding proteins.
Sequence feature vectors
Four properties of the residues are used as features in training the SVM: The 4849 negatives were created in the same way, but did not feature any keywords that could imply an RNA-binding function, and random select 134 proteins.
Predicting RNA-binding function at the protein level
The PiRaNhA server was used to make predictions for all the residues in the 268 proteins.
A series of statistical features were then evaluated as features in a second SVM to predict RNA-binding function 15 features in a second SVM to predict RNA-binding function at the protein level.
The features tested for this second stage SVM included the minimum, median, mean, variance , skew , range and kurtosis.
DISCUSSION
The method is based on an SVM that is the first to integrate PSSMs, amino acid interface proponsities, predicted residue accessibility and hydrophobicity in the feature vector.
Predictions for the RNAtestset42 dataset using PiRaNhA 17 Predictions for the RNAtestset42 dataset using PiRaNhA and three other prediction servers showed that PiRaNhA is the best performing method.
While the two-stage SVM method requires further testing, table4 show potential to accurately predict if a protein binds RNA, as well as where.
